Southampton Cycling Campaign
Newsletter

Spring/Summer 2013
Another bumper issue thanks to all our contributors. Submissions on anything
cycle related, whether articles or photos, images and cartoons are welcome.
Copy deadline for for autumn/winter issue: 31 August 2013 please.

CAMPAIGN MEETINGS

Our meetings are held at the Friends Meeting House, Ordnance Road (off
London Rd, side door) at 7.30 pm, starting with tea/coffee and chat, on the
second Monday of each month (except Bank Holidays); we are a friendly group
and welcome visitors and new members. You don’t need to be a member to
participate in meetings.

Meetings with the Council
Last year several Campaign members met with the councillor for Transport and
the Environment, Asa Thorpe. We spoke about the very limited consultation
the Highways Department (now Balfour Beattie) had with the Campaign and
emphasised that we do not have a Campaign "line" but endeavour to faithfully
represent the views of a wide cross-section of Southampton cyclists. Cllr
Thorpe seems to have listened and we have been approached by several
highways engineers and planners asking if they could come and speak at a
meeting. To date we have had Steve Wong talking (and listening to our views)
about the proposed cycle contra-flow on Victoria Road in Woolston , a
presentation about the plans for the Eastern Corridor route, and an informative
talk by Bob Damper from South Hampshire CTC about difficulties associated
with cycling in the New Forest.
In April Hampshire
Constabulary Safer Cycling
Officer, Darren Ord, will be
speaking to us about road
safety issues relating to cycling.
We hope to have a good
attendance as this is a matter of
concern to all of us.
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there is often insufficient time to cover all the items on the agenda and we have
therefore started having a second monthly meeting, less formal and held at a
suitable city centre pub. These have been well attended and enjoyable and
provide an opportunity to discuss issues at greater length than would be
possible at the Monday meetings. This also means that we do not have to
restrict our speakers to one hour; if they need the whole meeting (two hours)
they are able to have it. The informal meetings take place on Tuesdays fifteen
days after the meeting on the second Monday at the Friends Meeting House and
members are informed of the venue via the group email. If you are not a
Campaign member but would like to join us at the pub, please contact the
secretary for dates and venues: lindsibluemel@hotmail.co.uk 023 8033 2926

CAMPAIGN RIDES

Below you will find the Campaign
rides programme for April November 2013. These rides are
open to all and friends, neighbours,
family (including children) and
colleagues are all welcome as long
as they have a road worthy bike
and can cycle at least 20 miles.
There is no cost (apart from
refreshments at coffee stop) and no need to book - just turn up.
Rides start promptly at 10 am and finish at the start location between 1 and 2
pm. Unavoidable changes (eg due to adverse weather conditions) will be
posted on the Campaign website
SUNDAY 7th APRIL COFFEE AT CARLO'S 21 miles This rides starts at
Mansel Park pavilion, Evenlode Rd, Millbrook and takes a route north, crossing
the River Test at Moorcourt Farm (bridleway), continuing on quiet rural lanes
to Carlo's at Wellow. Return route west of the River Test as far as Testwood
Lakes, a loop around the lakes (gravel tracks) then back to start via Mill Lane
and Dairy Lane.

SUNDAY 26th MAY ANNUAL MARK BRUMMELL MEMORIAL RIDE This
ride is in memory of Campaign member Mark Brummell who died in a cycling
accident in May last year and starts at his local pub, the Wellington Arms in
Freemantle and follows a route he would have taken frequently through the
New Forest to the Turf Cutters PH for lunch. Return by same route or via Hythe
Ferry if preferred. There will be a coffee stop en route.
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15th - 23rd JUNE NATIONAL BIKE WEEK There will be a led evening ride on
each week day of Bike Week (17th - 21st) and a ride to Winchester via the new
Hockley viaduct cycle route on Saturday 23rd to join the Winchester family bike
event. The programme will be on the Campaign website from April and will
also be available from the City Council Cycling Officer.
See next page for more bike week rides.
SATURDAY 13th JULY BIKES AROUND BISHOPS WALTHAM 22 miles
This ride starts at Haskin's Garden Centre car park and will take quiet roads,
off-road paths and bridleways as far as Durley then rural lanes, stopping for
refreshments in Bishops Waltham. Return via rural lanes and Allington Lane.

SATURDAY 10th AUGUST BYWAYS AND BRIDLEWAYS 22 miles Starting
at Dunbridge Station, this ride will explore the countryside west of Romsey,
taking in Lockerly, West Dean and Pepperbox Hill, using a mixture of rural
lanes, bridleways and restricted byways. Hourly train to/from Southampton.
SATURDAY 14th SEPTEMBER HAMPSHIRE HISTORIC CHURCHES RIDE
Historic Churches across Hampshire will be open on 14th September and there
will be a Campaign ride around some of the open churches in the Test Valley.
As details of participating churches are not yet available route has not yet been
planned. Information will be on the Campaign website nearer the date. As
extra time will be taken visiting the churches, this ride will take a whole day
and a donation to the work of the Historic Churches Trust will be appreciated.

SATURDAY 19th OCTOBER MANOR FARM CIRCULAR 15 miles A circular
ride starting at Riverside Park (the car park behind the Social Centre on Manor
Farm Rd) and stopping for coffee at Manor Farm, Botley. Bridleways, off-road
cycle paths and quiet roads and lanes.

SUNDAY 10th NOVEMBER COMMON TO COUNTRYSIDE 18 miles This
ride starts at the Hawthorns on Southampton Common and takes a route north
through the Common and Sports Centre, off-road paths through Lords Hill,
Toothill and Lee Lane. Return via Hoe Lane, North Baddesley, Missleborough
Lane and Rownhams Lane. Coffee stop at Chilworth Manor.
Further information on all rides from Lindsi Bluemel 023 8033 2926
lindsibluemel@hotmail.co.uk
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BIKE WEEK

Good exercise (better than a static bike any day!), friendship, fun and a chance
to explore the local countryside with experienced ride leaders.
Monday 17th June Ride to the Farmers' Home PH at Durley Assemble
Riverside Park (behind Social Club on Manor Farm Rd) at 6.30 pm Leaders:
Mike Charlton/David Cooper
Tuesday 18th June 8 mile off-road ride through the Common and Sports
Centre to Chilworth (possibly muddy) Assemble at the Cowherds on the
Common at 6.30pm Leader: Dale Bostock

Wednesday 19th June Ride to the Otter PH at Otterbourne Assemble at the
Cowherds on the Common at 6.30 pm Leader: Eric Reed

Thursday 20th June Ride to the Newport Inn at Braishfield Assemble at the
Cowherds on the Common at 6.30 pm Leader: Mike Charlton Return 11 pm;
lights required
Friday 21st June Ride to Hamble Assemble at the Bargate at 6.30 pm;
Woolston Station 7 pm. Leaders: Lindsi Bluemel/Eric Reed

We aim to be back by 10 pm (except Braishfield ride). Everyone with a road
worthy bike and able to cycle 15 miles is welcome to join these rides; we cycle
at the speed of the slowest and it's fine to walk up hills/over the Itchen Bridge.
Children over twelve with an adult (Braishfield ride not suitable for children
due to longer distance and return in dark).
Participants should bring with them:
waterproof clothing (if rain forecast); lights
if possible; small amount of cash to
purchase refreshments
All rides are led by experienced and
insured ride leaders and use quiet roads,
off-road paths and bridleways, finishing
back at the start location.

See Bike Week website or www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk
Unavoidable changes will be posted on the website.
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NEW FOREST CYCLETTA
Cycletta, the UK’s only cycling series
especially for women, will return to New
Forest on 13th October at Beaulieu. The
Cycletta series has now seen thousands of
women across the UK take to their bikes
since it was founded in 2011.
With the added incentive of raising vital
funds for Official Charity Partner,
Macmillan Cancer Support, and the backing
of Olympian Victoria Pendleton (CBE),
ladies in New Forest are being urged to get
on their bikes at Cycletta, organised by
mass participation events company Human
Race.
Cycletta New Forest 2013 is open to women of all ages and abilities and
includes different distances starting from just 20km.
Girls aged between 12 and 16-years-old can also take part when accompanied
by an adult, opening the event up to as wide an audience as possible.
For the younger kids, Cycletta New Forest will also host a Scootathlon for the
first time, taking place on the same day. This is a mini fun triathlon for children
between the ages of 4 and 8 where they scoot, bike and run. Girls and boys will
race together in various age categories, completing a 390m Scoot, 390m Bike
and 250m Run.
Cycletta takes place in stunning surroundings, on safe well-managed roads and
with loads of fun for all the family. Ladies are encouraged to bring the whole
clan along to cheer them on.
Each event will feature all the unique touches that made the 2012 events so
popular, like treat stops along the routes and the popular pamper zone offering
ladies free post-ride pampering to make sure they leave looking as glam as
when they arrived.
The Cycletta website offers a host of information on training, race day advice
and bike maintenance. Also keep an eye on the Cycletta blog, Twitter
(@cycletta) and www.facebook.com/cycletta to stay up-to-date with the latest
news and developments. Cycletta is part of the Human Race Women Only series
which includes triathlon, swimming, running and cycling events. To find out
more go to: www.humanrace.co.uk
To book your place visit: www.cycletta.co.uk
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LIVE AND LET LIVE!
What a cyclist needs a motorist to do
1. Overtaking - Leave at least as much space as passing a car, 1.25m/4ft
and
2. don’t attempt it if that space doesn’t exist nor squeeze past at a pinch
point
3. Stay behind if you intend turning left or stopping shortly up ahead
4. Wait behind if the car ahead is turning right; don’t block a skinny cyclist
on the inside
5. Look for him passing across the junction as you approach it – don’t only
look left and right
6. Stop behind the cyclists’ box at lights, not halfway into it
7. Avoid stopping in a marked cycle lane or your mirror overhanging it
8. Indicate before pulling out from your parking slot
9. Don’t follow the car ahead turning right til you can see your way is also
clear
10. Check in front and behind before opening a car door

What a motorist needs a cyclist to do
1. Be visible - Wear light and bright
2. Look all around before changing lanes – think track with Wiggo behind
3. Use your ears and your eyes – save the earphones for home
4. Don’t use a mobile while riding
5. Don’t undertake stationery bus or lorry unless you know you can get
clear before he moves off

2O’s PLENTY

20's Plenty for Us is contributing to collecting 1 million signatures for the
European Citizen's Initiative (ECI) for 20mph/30kph. It's a people-powered call
for 20mph to be the default European speed limit for built up areas. The
success of 20's Plenty in the UK is part of the reason this was established.
Changing the built up default to 20mph without signage would be cheaper and
quicker than changing the road signs locality by locality (our campaign focus
thus far). So, before 12 November 2013 we want to submit 54,750+signatures
from the UK! Please do so online at https://30kmh.eu/oct-webpublic/?lang=en
Dilys Gartside
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GOING DUTCH – shared use paths
Whether a cyclist too or just a car driver, most are pedestrians who learn when
young how to share space without colliding - watch kids in the playground! A
more recent phenomenon is shared pedestrian cyclepaths, indicated by a blue
circle displaying cycle and ped symbols. These are ideal for leisure routes
where users expect to move around more slowly but, just as the playground is a
scary place for newbies, so are shared cyclepaths for those who don’t pay
attention. As on road the bigger vehicle (motor) should take care around the
smaller one (cycle), so on shared paths, cyclists should take care around
pedestrians but this only works when everyone pays proper attention,
otherwise known as ‘dynamic risk assessment’.
God gave us many senses to keep us safe including sight and hearing so wearing
earplugs which drown all else and now ‘recording studio’ headmuffs isn’t going
to score you high marks. Advice from a lady jogger: ‘turn down the music’ so
you can hear a bike bell or shout from behind. Likewise, pedestrians, don’t
change direction without checking behind as well ahead; those that also cycle
are easily identified by their automatic checking.
Then, we have expandable dogs with owners attached 10m away on the phone!
As with Cowes Week, cyclists have to guess which pedestrian and dog are
competing together and try not to get between them otherwise chaos occurs
with the cyclist and dog needing first aid. Southampton Common has 326 acres
for pedestrians and dogs whereas cyclists are only permitted on the three main
tarmac routes, so how about donning wellies and walking on grass or if you
need to walk the paths then attach dog at close quarters as you would on a
road.
Dilys Gartside
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LORDSWOOD LANE BASSETT TO CHILWORTH

This ancient road has been brought to the attention of Hampshire County
Council as Highway Authority under the 'Discovering Hampshire’s Lost Ways’
(DHLW) project promoted by Hampshire Countryside Access Forum. The Lane
leads directly northwards from Coxford Road in Lordswood to Chilworth thus
avoiding the hills and main road alternatives to the west and east. It is
currently only designated as a footpath but it is vitally important that this route
is designated for use by cyclists. Sue Coles of CTC has been collating user
evidence for the Lane over a period of time and this combined with the new
historic evidence is now strong and so legally it should go through. Test Valley
Borough Council has this route in its cycling strategy and Southampton City
Council, who have already upgraded the section of the route within
Southampton, wish it to be available to cyclists. However, there are concerns
that the issue will not be decided solely on the basis of this historic and user
evidence so official support from SCC and TVBC as well as from users of the
Lane could help swing the balance.
Ostensibly, the argument being put forward for not upgrading it is that it will be
misused by motorcyclists. However that is a management issue not a legal
issue and we suspect a smokescreen for outright objection by one or two
landowners to its use by cyclists who over the past decades have been
extremely hostile to cyclists and even to runners.
Although an old road, if the application is successful, this will not give rise to
any legal use by motorised vehicles. The application to upgrade Lordswood
Lane from Footpath to Restricted Byway or Bridleway will be heard by the
Regulatory Committee A of Hampshire County Council on Wed 24 April 2013
with details available shortly at
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/councilmeetings/meetingsummary.htm?date_ID=9
47
Further evidence or support to:
7 Ruffield Close
Winchester
SO22 5JL
01962 864479
Fax: 0870 762 6328
coles.sue@gmail.com

Sue Coles CTC Hampshire Cycling
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MY JOURNEY

It was a summer’s day in 1965. I was 12 and was cycling back on my red
Raleigh to my parental home in Shirley having been for a golf lesson at the
Municipal course off the Avenue.
I can remember coming down Hill Lane and little else. The accident happened
at the junction of Raymond Road and Thornbury Avenue. The one dreamlike
memory I have was flying through the air after I bounced over the car bonnet.
In those distant days before mobile phones my mother was getting increasingly
frantic when her firstborn failed to return home for lunch and the day wore on.
Eventually a Police search of hospital admissions revealed a boy of my
description in the General Hospital.
About 9 months later they took off my plaster of Paris mask. It had been put
round my head to knit my skull back together and to make my nose go back to
its rightful place. I looked like a cross between a Norman soldier and a Dr Who
type alien. I certainly stuck out from the crowd during that school year.
All of this left me with a lifetime deep fear of cycling till summer 2012. A friend
who is a keen club cyclist was clearing out his garage which had become a bike
workshop. He offered me a free bike and for some reason I took it.
Feel the fear and do it anyway is easy to say but very hard to do. My first
wobbly rides around the Common saw me grabbing the handlebars till my
hands felt numb.
I heard about the £5 subsidised adult cycle training lesson and phoned Dilys.
The initial 2 hours went well and another session followed. Her expert guidance
and friendly approach helped me gain confidence and soon I was cycling more
and more. I found cycle paths all over the city and beyond, went on a New
Forest Skyride, joined the Southampton Cycling Campaign and bought all the hi
viz gear. A true convert.
It was Friday 21 December mid afternoon. I was coming back from the city
centre, passed Guildhall Square on my left and came to the Junction by the
James Matthews building. The bus coming up from my left from the Library
kept coming and coming. I realised it was not going to stop and I was about to
be hit full on broadside. I swerved away and he slammed on the brakes ending
about a metre from me. He actually said ‘Sorry I didn’t see you’. All the old fears
returned but I decided to get back on the saddle and not let this experience beat
me.
So I have surprised myself by overcoming a phobia that lasted 47 years, got
fitter, met new people, enjoyed exploring everywhere on two wheels, had a
near miss and built cycling into my daily routines. Above all I will do my bit to
ensure that cycling is moved up the local and national political agenda and is
made as safe as possible for all to enjoy.
Martin Brisland
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CYCLE ACCIDENTS
In the last year two local cyclists have been killed
in road accidents and several have sustained
injuries. Some of the drivers causing the
accidents have been charged with a road traffic
offence, either causing death by careless driving
or driving without due care and attention, and
convicted. The drivers charged in connection
with the cyclist killed on Mountbatten Way in
December are due to appear in the Magistrates'
Court on 19th March, although we do not know
the specific charge. Southampton Cycling Campaign endeavours to follow cases
through the courts although this is not always easy as information about the
progress of cases is only given to relatives. Unfortunately we were not able to
ascertain the date of the court appearance of the driver who killed Mark
Brummell in May last year but we did attend the inquest and spoke to one of the
investigating police officers. We applied for and received a CD copy of the
recording of the inquest and this can be borrowed by Campaign members (it
lasts about 40 mins).
We feel it is important to follow cases through the courts to learn more about the
precise circumstances of the accidents, observe how the drivers are dealt with by
the legal system and pass relevant information on to the CTC in support of their
SMIDSY campaign (Sorry Mate I Didn't See You). Mark Brummell's death was a
tragic example of SMIDSY.
A cycle map showing where accidents (defined as fatal, serious and slight) have
occurred in the city can be found on-line at
www.cycleinjury.co.uk/map (linked to
solicitors firm Levenes which specialises in
cyclists' claims). It is quite interesting to see
where there are clusters of accidents,
indicating locations that should be looked at by
the Council's road safety officers and
highways engineers.
Lindsi Bluemel
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COMPARING BRITISH ROADS WITH DUTCH EQUIVALENTS
It is commonly claimed that roads in the UK are not wide enough to
accommodate cycling infrastructure on the Dutch model. This is not actually
true. Dutch planners have fitted good quality infrastructure for cyclists into
many situations where British planners, and even British cycle campaigners,
will say there "isn't enough room." These photos taken using Google streetview
show similar roads in the UK and the Netherlands. In each case, the image on
the left is from the UK and the image on the right is from the Netherlands.

Taken from http://www.hembrowcyclingholidays.com/comparisons.html,
where you can see more pairs of photos.
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WHAT AN RAF PILOT CAN TEACH US ABOUT BEING SAFE ON
THE ROAD

“Sorry mate, I didn’t see you”. Is a catchphrase used by
drivers up and down the country. Is this a driver being
careless and dangerous or did the driver genuinely not
see you?
According to a report by John Sullivan of the RAF, the
answer may have important repercussions for the way
we train drivers and how as cyclists we stay safe on the
roads.
Our eyes were not designed for driving. We are the
result of hundreds of thousands of years of evolution. Our eyes, and the way
that our brain processes the images that they receive, are very well suited to
creeping up on unsuspecting antelopes and spotting threats such as sabretoothed tigers, but not vehicles travelling towards us at high speeds.
Why? Only a small part of your retina, the centre bit called the fovea, can
generate a high-resolution image. This is why we need to look directly at
something to see detail. The rest of the retina lacks detail but it contributes by
adding the peripheral vision. However, a mere 20 degrees away from your
sightline, your visual acuity is about 1/10th of what it is at the centre.
That’s not to say that we cannot see something in our peripheral vision – as you
approach a roundabout, you would be hard pressed not to see a huge lorry
bearing down upon you, even out of the corner of your eye. But would you see a
motorbike, or a cyclist?
To have a good chance of seeing an object on a collision course, we need to
move our eyes, and probably head, to bring the object into the centre of our
vision – so that we can use our high-resolution vision of our fovea to resolve the
detail. But when you move your head and eyes to scan a scene, your eyes are
incapable of moving smoothly across it and seeing everything. Instead, you see

in the image in a series of very quick jumps (called saccades) with very short
pauses (called fixations) and it is only during the pauses that an image is
processed. Your brain fills in the gaps with a combination of peripheral vision
and an assumption that what is in the gaps must be the same as what you see
during the pauses.
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This might sound crazy, but your brain actually blocks the image that is being
received while your eyes are moving. In the past, this served us well. It meant
we could creep up on antelopes without our brain being overloaded by
unnecessary detail and a lot of useless, blurred images.
However, what happens when this system is put to use in a modern day
situation, such as a traffic junction? Here all but the worst of drivers will look in
both directions to check for oncoming traffic. However, it is entirely possible for
our eyes to “jump over” an oncoming bicycle or motorbike. The smaller the
vehicle, the greater the chance it will fall within a saccade.
This isn’t really a case of a careless driver,
it’s more of a human incapacity to see
anything during a saccade. Hence the
reason for so many “Sorry mate, I didn’t see
you” excuses.
The faster you move your head, the larger
the jumps and the shorter the pauses.
Therefore, you’ve got more of a chance of
missing a vehicle. Additionally, if you didn’t
expect there to be a cyclist your brain is
more likely to automatically jump to the conclusion that the road is empty.
Normally our ears help us build up a picture of our surroundings. However,
inside our cars or with music playing, our brain is denied another useful cue.
Additionally, bicycles are almost completely silent, so won’t be heard by car
drivers.
Forewarned is forearmed, so here’s what we can do.
Drivers:
• Slow down on the approach of a roundabout or junction. Even if the road
seems empty. Changing speed will allow you to see vehicles that would
otherwise be invisible to you.
• A glance is never enough. You need to be as methodical and deliberate as
a fighter pilot would be. Focus on at least 3 different spots along the road
to the right and left. Search close, middle-distance and far. Fighter pilots
call this a “lookout scan” and it is vital to their survival.
• Always look right and left at least twice. This doubles your chance of
seeing a vehicle.
• Make a point of looking next to the windscreen pillars. Better still, lean
forward slightly as you look right and left so that you are looking around
the door pillars. Fighter pilots say ‘Move your head – or you’re dead’.
• Clear your flight path! When changing lanes, check your mirrors and as a
last check, look directly at the spot which are going to manoeuvre.
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It is especially difficult to spot bicycles, motorbikes and pedestrians
during low sun conditions as contrast is reduced.
• Keep your windscreen clean – seeing other vehicles is enough of a
challenge without a dirty windscreen. You never see a fighter jet with a
dirty canopy.
Cyclists and motorcyclists:
• Recognise the risk of being in a saccade. High contrast clothing and lights
help. In particular, flashing LEDs (front and rear) are especially effective
for cyclists as they create contrast and the on-off flashing attracts the
peripheral vision in the same manner that movement does. There’s
nothing wrong with leaving these on during the day.
• The relatively slower speed of bicycles means that they will be closer to a
point of collision if a vehicle begins to pull into their path. Turn this to
advantage – when passing junctions, look at the head of the driver that is
approaching or has stopped. The head of the driver will naturally stop and
centre upon you if you have been seen. If the driver’s head sweeps
through you without pausing, then the chances are that you are in a
saccade – you must assume that you have not been seen and expect the
driver to pull out!
• Recognise that with a low sun, a dirty windscreen or one with rain beating
against it drivers are likely to have less of a chance of seeing you.
• Cycle instructors have been saying it for years: Ride in a position further
out from the kerb as a driver is more likely to be looking in this location.
Edited from http://www.londoncyclist.co.uk/raf-pilot-teach-cyclists/
•

SPORTIVES, AUDAX, RANDONEES AND RELIABILITY RIDES

For perhaps 100 years cycling clubs have been
organising reliability rides. These were often 50 or
100 miles, but many were longer; in South Hampshire
the CTC (Cyclists' Touring Club) used to have a "150
in 12", the Blackmoor Vale Classic. They are timed
rides, with a mean target speed of 12.5 mph; there is
usually a maximum time (so that marshalls don't have
to wait too long) and a minimum time, to emphasise
that the ride is not a race. Assistance to the riders is
usually limited to a very terse route sheet (typically
one side of A5 for a 50 mile ride) and nothing else. The entry fee for South
Hants CTC rides is usually £3, but riders are expected to have third party
insurance, which is one of the many benefits of CTC membership. Most
participants are from the organising club, but not always; the recent local CTC
"Early Season 50" attracted riders from Sotonia and other clubs.
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Randonnées are often a little less basic. The route sheet is equally concise, but
GPS routes are often available and food is often provided, even if it's only soup,
cakes and tea in a village hall. This means that they tend to be a little more
expensive than reliability rides and also attract riders from further afield. An
unusual one is the May Day "Round the Island Randonée", to which entry is free
and where insurance is not required. The course is signposted and there are a
number of start/end controls for the 100 km ride. Tea stops are provided at
many of the controls and drinks are available at all. See www.cycleisland.co.uk

Another step up are the rides organised by Audax UK (www.aukweb.net) and
similar organisations elsewhere. These are more expensive (the excellent
Dorset Coast 200 km, run by Wessex CTC, costs £11, plus £2 for riders with no
insurance and £1 for entries on the day. This includes the Sandbanks Ferry toll
and lunch. Details of this and other rides can be found at
www.wessexctc.org/events.html and at www.southhampshirectc.org.uk. Audax
distances are commonly of 50, 100, or 200 km, but enthusiasts also have many
longer ones to choose from, up to the infamous 1,200 km Paris-Brest-Paris and
the even harder 1,260 Madrid-Gijón-Madrid. Audax, like other Randonnées,
have upper and lower time limits and often regulations as to such things as
lights and mudguards; bikes are checked by scrutineers for the PBP and MGM.
On some French and Spanish events bikes are fitted with transponders; these
more elaborate rides are as expensive as the last category, the Sportives.

In this country Sportives are primarily commercial ventures, though they may
be run for or even by charities. The popular Wiggle sportives, though more
expensive (typically of the order of £30) than the above rides, include far more:
route marking and breakdown support, in addition to the car parking, drink &
wad and route sheet usually provided for other events. Insurance is included in
the fee.
In all, you pays your money and you takes your choice. You may wish to ride
out to Romsey at the end of April for the Leveret 50 km, pay your £3 but also
have to follow a route sheet with minimal instructions, probably also using a
map, and sorting any punctures or other problems yourself, or you may prefer
driving to Dorking and paying £38 for a fully organised and supported 68 mile
ride with Wiggle. One of my most memorable rides was a 300 km from Oviedo
in Spain to Valladolid, supported by a van containing a mechanic, bread,
bananas, chorizo and dilute red wine. The ride ended at a 3 star hotel. A coach
with a trailer for the bikes was provided for the return trip the next day. This
was free (apart from the hotel and the coach) for club members.
John Heath
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SHOPPING BY BIKE

(article previously published in the Daily Echo)
With the horse meat scam, many have
changed to buying only fresh meat and that
from identifiably sourced shops with farmers
markets reporting a surge in demand for
local produce. It follows that our mode of
shopping must also change since you cannot
park your car cheaply or so easily as you can
at the supermarket. With rising fuel costs,
the weekly ‘get everything under one roof’
car trip may have been justifiable but what now if we want to visit various
outlets?

For city dwellers, the average food shopping trip is under 2miles, too far to
walk carrying heavy bags but only a 10min cycle ride. With a family of four, we
have food-shopped by bike for decades, using a backpack or panniers which
hook onto a bike rack and can be unclipped for loading in the shop. For bigger
items or large quantities, we use a shopping hod which clips onto the bike’s
saddlepost and is towed behind, like a child tag-along bike now common
here. The hod is simplicity itself. I take mine inside Waitrose’s Portswood
branch in lieu of a shop trolley. Using a hand scanner, I put items straight into
the hod, pay at the quick checkout, re-clip hod to bike and am home while
others are queuing to pay, loading trolley to conveyor belt, into bags, bags to
trolley, trolley to carpark, bags into car, trolley to trolley-park (for those who
can be bothered) and then reverse the effort when eventually they do get
home. Before you think it, I am not a 20something but in my 61st year and find
cycling with a loaded hod well within my ability.

Sorry to harp on about the Dutch but stand on a canal bridge in Amsterdam and
you will see amazing objects being carried by bike and motors giving them
priority. My best sighting was a deckchair but no cyclist visible! A word of
warning though – never hang carrier bags from handlebars: bag sucked into
spokes will result in spilt milk, or worse...

Waitrose Supermarket took up my suggestion a while back and bought a fleet
of cyclehods identical to mine but in their go-green colour and these are
available at selected branches for up to 3 days' loan, without cost or deposit, to
encourage and assist their customers to shop by bike. To borrow a hod, you
must be 18+ and complete the Trailer Loan Agreement before your first loan, in
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return for which you will get instructions for using the hod. Subsequent loans
only require the customer’s signature so its quick and its easy. Even better,
once you have the bug, you might like to buy your own
hod. www.bikesandtrailers.com.

I am happy to provide ‘buddy give it a go’ training with a hod which can be
combined with the Southampton Council’s Adult Cycle Training Scheme so I
suggest you contact your local Waitrose and ask to borrow a hod this week but,
if they haven’t got one there yet, Southampton Portswood Manager Jo
Williamson is keen to get you to shop at her branch!
Dilys Gartside - instructor

cyclewisesouthampton.co.uk

CAN YOU RIDE A BIKE? THEN YOU’RE A MARVEL

A runner-up in the Wellcome science writing prize
considers the extraordinary human ability to cycle
Catherine Hess's essay "As easy as riding a bicycle?"
was recently awarded "Highly commended" by the
judges of the Wellcome Trust science writing prize
Here are extracts from her prize-winning entry…
Most of us remember our first proper bike. It's a rite
of passage, symbolising our transition from "little" to
"big" kid. Even more exhilarating is the day we take
our first ride without stabilisers. What most of us
don't realise is just how complex the art of riding a
bicycle actually is. So complex, in fact, that
researchers are just beginning to investigate how on
earth we manage to propel ourselves, constantly rocking back and forth with
the movement of our legs, on two skinny wheels; simultaneously navigating
movement in multiple planes while trying to avoid countless obstacles.
Most extraordinary is what the act of riding a bicycle can tell us about the
human brain. In 2010 researchers from the Netherlands published a dramatic
case study in the New England Journal of Medicine. They examined patients
afflicted with Parkinson's disease, a neurological disorder that results in
tremors and involuntary muscle movements. In severe cases, Parkinson's
affects balance, co-ordination and limb control and can leave patients unable to
walk or carry out basic tasks.
One such patient, a 58-year-old man, suffered from what researchers call "gait
freezing". He was incapable of walking to the extent that he required visual
guides to help him move one foot in front of the other and was unable to turn
while walking. After a few steps the patient would lose his balance and would
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require his wheelchair.
Astonishingly, however, this patient could still ride his bicycle.
Flawlessly. Video evidence, submitted with the published case study, shows the
patient, with severe tremors in his arms, shuffling slowly and unsurely down a
hallway while being guided by another individual. After several steps he begins
to stumble forward until he falls to the ground.
In a second video he is seen riding a bicycle with perfect movement and
balance, the marked tremors in his arms are gone and he pedals at a consistent
pace and with perfect balance and co-ordination. Once dismounted, however,
he is again incapable of walking.
But how is it possible for a man to ride a bicycle when he is essentially
wheelchair-bound? More importantly, how does anyone adapt to the sensory
whirlwind that is bicycle riding? Research teams at the University of California,
Davis in America and the University of Delft, Netherlands, are trying to find
out. What they have discovered is surprising.
While we take it for granted that riding a bicycle is as easy as, well, riding a
bicycle, it turns out that it is anything but. Led by Professors Mont Hubbard and
Ron Hess, American researchers are attempting to model human-bicycle
interactions in a similar manner to pilot-aeroplane or motorist-car interactions.
However, there are many more physical and neurological processes involved in
riding a bicycle than driving a car.
"Riding a bicycle involves continuous use of all the human's primary sensory
capabilities, visual, vestibular [balance] and proprioceptive [the awareness of
one's body and limb positioning]," says Hess. "The latter involves sensors in the
arms providing information about steering inputs. What is more interesting
though is the ability of the trained cyclist to ride a bicycle 'hands-free'."
Recent research at the University of California, Davis has demonstrated how
subtle body leaning by the cyclist enables this behaviour.
"Imagine trying this control technique in an automobile or an airplane," says
Hess.
The goal of this research is to understand how the cyclist interacts with both
the environment and the bicycle and to develop bicycles that maximise
performance, whether the rider is a Tour de France cyclist or a disabled cyclist
needing greater stability or control.
What is clear from research into both the human brain and the bicycle is that
despite the bicycle's simplicity we have yet to fully understand how it is that we
manage to control it, and what is happening in the brain when we do. Our first
wobbly bicycle ride, then, is a more remarkable event than we ever imagined.
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LONDON BIKE PLAN

Truly a cycling revolution: Boris Johnson reveals his 15 mile segregated bike
lanes from east to west across the heart of London
Boris Johnson is to turn two miles of the A40 Westway into a cycle lane as part
of a 15-mile segregated "Crossrail for cyclists" linking west and east London.
The Mayor will convert the westbound "slow lane” between Paddington and
Shepherd's Bush into a two-way protected bike route by 2016, forcing
motorists onto the remaining two lanes.
It is part of a £913 million bid to double the number of Londoners on bikes in
the next decade while tackling the "number one reason" many avoid cycling the fear of injury. Mr Johnson said: "I want to de-Lycrafy cycling. I want to make
it normal, something for everyone, something you feel comfortable doing in
your ordinary clothes. Our new routes will give people the confidence to get in
the saddle.”
Lorries, responsible for more than half the 40 cyclist
deaths in the last three years, will be banned from
London unless they are fitted with sensors and other
safety equipment. Eleven more police will be recruited,
taking the cycle task force to 50. TfL will seek new
powers to use CCTV cameras to penalise drivers who
enter cycle lanes. TfL will campaign for tougher
sentences for drivers who seriously injure or kill
cyclists. There will also be action against anti-social
cyclists who ride on the pavement or fail to use lights at night.

BIKE DOCTOR

Does your bike need some TLC? Visit the Bike Doctor on Guildhall Square (SO14
7FP) every Thursday 11am-2pm! The Bike Doctor will give your bike a free
check and fix any basic repairs - for free! All you have to pay for is any new
parts needed.
The Bike Doctor is also at Ropewalk Community Garden SO14 0DJ every other
Saturday together with volunteers from Transition
Southampton's 'Bike-2-Basics' and Society of St
James' 'Re-Cycle Bikes' . Sessions run from 12:30 to
2:30pm. Upcoming dates are: April: 13th, 27th, May:
11th, 25th, June: 8th, 22nd, August: 3rd, 17th, 31st.
Want a Bike Doctor for your community group,
workplace or event? Please email
activetravel@myjourneysouthampton.com or call
023 8083 4219.
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CONTACTS
Our aim is to improve the lot of cyclists in and around Southampton for
reasons of health, environment, economy, convenience and pleasure.
We are working to persuade the city council to provide better cycling
facilities, as well as taking our message to people on the street

Chairperson Mike Charlton mike_charlton1@btinternet.com

Membership Secretaries
Barry & Sue Colborne 39 Swift Road,
Woolston, Southampton, SO19 9FP suecolborne@btinternet.com
Newsletter Editor Angela Cotton, 8 Summerfield Gardens,
Southampton, SO16 3DR e-mail: greenangel@phonecoop.coop

SCC Website www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk
DISCOUNT IN BIKE SHOPS

Don't forget to use your 10% discount, available in most local bike shops. Even more
importantly, persuade friends, family and colleagues who are looking to buy a new bike to
join the Campaign first, to save themselves some money and benefit us at the same time.

Membership application

Join us and help make a difference!
Name
Address
Telephone
Email
Annual fee (please circle)
Individuals
£10 Waged / £5 Unwaged
Couples
£15 Waged / £7.50 Unwaged
Return this form with your fee to Sue Colborne, SCC Membership
Secretary,
39 Swift Road, Woolston, Southampton, SO19 9FP
Cheques payable to Southampton Cycling Campaign, please.
If you would like to pay via internet banking contact above for details
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